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● INAGURATION OF  FORESTRY CLUB 
 
Our earth has started to face an extinction. Climate breakdown, pollution,           
environmental degradation, resource depletion are some of the causes of this. Amazon            
rainforest on fire loosing a part of our "lungs of the planet" we seriously have to think                 
on fixing these problems. The natural solution we can rely on is planting more trees.               
They can easily fix our broken climate by locking the carbon emissions. FORESTRY CLUB              
TKMCE launches 'MISSION 365' as part of ആരംഭം . An action plan exclusive to             
students of TKMCE to plant 365 saplings in a year and monitor its progress on a                
monthly basis. Join and take part in paving a way towards a greener and more               
sustainable future. 
 

 
 
 
TKMCE FORESTRY CLUB'S 1st initiative, MISSION 365 was proudly inaugurated by our            
former principal ,Dr.S Ayoob (Pro-Vice chancellor, KTU)by handing over the 1st sapling            
to Dr.T A Shahul Hameed, Principal and to college union chairman, Ajmal as a part of                
Aarambham on Sept 25th,2019. 
 



 
 
 

● IEI (Institute of Engineers India)Chemical chapter was inaugurated by Shri. Georgee           
Ninan, Managing director, TTPL, by handing over a sapling to Prof.Femina A(HOD) and             
John kurian(Assc.sec). 

 



 
 

● ECHO PROJECT ORIENTATION  
 
 
World Wide fund(WWF) on achieving the goal of Nature conservation and environment            
protection through many environmental programs, volunteer environment program(VEP) is one          
which translates environmental awareness into action along with other programs exclusively           
for college students. Under VEP ,an action packed model, targeting college students, to connect              
to the environment and to take actions towards a sustainable future, ECHO (Building             
Environment Conservation Heroes) was launched.  
ECHO 2018 theme was 'Plastic pollution ' and ECHO 2019 was on 'Responsible Consumption              
and Production '. FORESTRY CLUB TKMCE conducted a two hour orientation program on             
attaining sustainable development goal no:12, on 18th October, 2019 as a part of ECHO              
2019.The session also included facts on the pollution rates, plastic usage etc. It was a very                
effective session in finding solutions for a better future. 
 



 
 
 

● A Tree for Me 
           World Environmental Day 
 
 
As we celebrate Environment day this year, we know how important ecological balance is              
essential for human existence as the pandemic has bought a turn of events. Sitting at home                
alone won't make you a hero, healing the world to make it a better place to live in is our duty.                     
Forest Club TKMCE had always been in forefront for connecting with nature and promoting              
environmental awareness. Here is your chance to join hands in this movement and show              
solidarity towards Earth's well-being.  
Plant a sapling and be a part of Tree count Mission 365, an environmental diversity enhancing                
programme and this is the perfect boost for our environmental protection movements. 
 
 





 


